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1 How Can This Script Be Used?
This demo script has been written for usage with the SAP S/4HANA 2022-2021-2020 Fully-Activated Appliance
(in short “appliance” in this script), hence you will need such an appliance to make use of this guide.
The appliance can be brought up in two ways, and the demo scenario in this script is largely the same for both:
1.

Via SAP Cloud Appliance Library (hosted on cloud providers)
You need a cloud provider account at AWS, MS Azure, or GCP. With this, you can deploy the appliance within
1-2 hours from https://cal.sap.com > Solutions > SAP S/4HANA (your preferred version) Fully-Activated
Appliance.

2.

Via installing it on your own on-premise hardware.
You need to provide your own hardware, and order & install the appliance as explained in SAP Note 2041140.

If you are new to the SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance, introductory information can be found here:
https://blogs.sap.com/2018/12/12/sap-s4hana-fully-activated-appliance-create-your-sap-s4hana-1809system-in-a-fraction-of-the-usual-setup-time/

Important:
Before you start your demo, please read SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance: Demo Scripts for information
about necessary preparations, especially any post-deployment steps to ensure the full functionality of your
appliance. These steps are covered in sections;
B) General Remarks
C) Post-deployment Steps
D) Log-on to the system
Besides this, you will also find links to all demo scripts on this page.
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2 Demo Story: Presales
This business process covers the entire process flow from registering customer interest in a product through to
lead and opportunity management, resulting in a sales quotation.
For the core sales process flow from sales quotation to sales order, delivery, and customer invoice, refer to the
Sell from Stock with Outbound Delivery Processing demo script.
The following pre-defined user is available for this demo story:
User

Details

SLS_MAN

Sales professional role to process all presales-related documents,
master data and related functions; workflow approval for sales orders is
enabled for this user.

For the process flow below, usually more than one employee (and user) would be affected. For ease of use you
can execute all the steps with the above-mentioned user.
The scenarios in this demo script have been tested with the SAP Best Practices master data mentioned in the
scenarios below. For a complete overview of master data available for the SAP Best Practices for SAP S/4HANA
(on premise) solution, refer to this document: https://rapid.sap.com/bp/BP_OP_ENTPR → scroll down to Master
data overview.

2.1 Scenario: Lead and Opportunity Management
2.1.1 Create Task and Follow-Up Lead
During a customer contact, for example, during a call or an onsite visit, an employee learns that the customer
would like to discuss a product in more detail. To make sure that there will be a follow-up activity, the employee
creates a task.
The task can be created stand-alone or as a follow-up document of any other transaction, for example, as a followup of a service request, a service order, a lead etc. In this chapter we describe how to create a task without
predecessor document.
After the call with the customer, it becomes clear that the presales colleagues should follow-up with the customer.
The employee creates a lead as follow-up of the task. Of course, the lead can also be created without predecessor
document.
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What you will do

What you will see

Log on to the Fiori
Launchpad:
User: SLS_MAN
Password: Welcome1
Language: English
Client: 100

On the Home page, in
the Activities group,
choose Create Task.

On the Task: New
view, maintain the
following data:
Description: Call
Customer
Due Date: <a date
in the future>
Account: 17100001
(Domestic US
Customer 1)
Contact: Susan
Miller
Optionally maintain a
detailed description in
the Notes area.
Then choose Save
and Back.
The system navigates
back to the Home
page.
In the Activities
group, choose
Calendar.
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In the Calendar view,
you find a My Open
Tasks area.
Let’s assume that you
already took care of
the task, so you just
want to set it to
completed.
Choose the task you
just created.

In the Task view,
choose Set to
Completed, then
choose Save.
Note: As a result of
completing the task,
in the Calendar view it
disappears from the
My Open Tasks area.

After having saved
the task, choose
Create Follow-Up.
On the Follow-Up
dialog box, choose
the line with the
transaction type
Lead.
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On the Lead: New
view, maintain the
following data:
Description: Product
Offer
Start Date: <today’s
date>
End Date: <a date
in the future>
Priority: Very High
Group: Top 100
Customers
Then choose Save.

2.1.2 Process Lead
A presales employee finds the lead in the result list and distributes it. Afterwards the assigned employee
responsible assesses the lead.
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What you will do

What you will see

Logged on with the
SLS_MAN user,
navigate to the Home
page, and in the Sales
Cycle group, choose
Search Leads.

On the Search: Leads
view, maintain
suitable search
criteria, for example:
Status is Open.
Then choose Search.
In the Result List,
select the relevant
lead and then choose
Distribute.
On the Lead –
Distribution view,
choose Method:
Rule-Based
Distribution.
Then choose Update.
As a result, the
Recipient Jennifer
Stone is determined.
Choose Save and
Back.
Note: As an
alternative you can
maintain Jennifer
Stone manually when
choosing Manual
Employee Selection.
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Back on the Search:
Leads view, apply
suitable search
criteria to find the
leads assigned to
Jennifer Stone, for
example:
Status is Open
Belonging To is Me
Open the lead by
choosing its
Description.
On the Lead view,
choose Edit.
Then in the
Assessments area,
choose Edit for the
LEAD
QUESTIONNAIRE.
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On the Assessment
view, select the
following options:
•

Notebooks

•

>500
employees

•

>100 units

Choose Save.
Then navigate back to
the lead view and
save the lead.
As a result, a version
is created for the
questionnaire.
Based on the
assessment, the
lead’s qualification
level is automatically
determined as Hot.

Jennifer now
maintains the product
the customer is
interested in.
On the Lead view,
navigate to the
Products list and
choose Edit List.
Maintain the following
data:
Product ID: TG11
Quantity: 100
Choose E n t e r .
In the Lead Details,
choose Edit.
Update the Status to
In Process, then
choose Save.
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2.1.3 Create and Process Opportunity
A sales employee accepts the lead and creates an opportunity for it. For ease of use, stay logged on with the
SLS_MAN user (Jennifer Stone) and continue where you left in the last chapter.
Note: As an alternative you can also create an opportunity as follow-up of another document type, or stand-alone
without predecessor document.

What you will do

What you will see

In the Lead view,
choose Create FollowUp.
On the Follow-Up
dialog box, select the
line with transaction
type Sales
Methodology.

On the Follow-Up –
Select Items dialog
box, select the
available item(s),
then click Choose.

On the Sales
Methodology: New
view, maintain the
following data:
Closing Date: <a
date in the
future>
Sales Stage:
Qualification
Expected Sales
Volume: 1.000 USD
Status: In Process
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Optionally you can
use the Sales
Assistant which
allows the automated
creation of follow-up
activities.
Choose the three
dots (…) and then
Sales Assistant.

Depending on the
selected Sales Stage,
different follow-up
activities are
available.
For example, select
Make Go/No-Go
Decision and then
choose Activate. As a
result, the selected
activity disappears
from the list and you
can navigate Back to
the opportunity.

You can find the
activity in the Planned
Activities assignment
block.
Save the opportunity.

2.1.4 Complete Opportunity and Create Sales Quotation
The sales employee evaluates the opportunity and updates its status to Won. After completing the opportunity,
the sales employee creates a follow-up sales quotation.
For subsequent steps after creating the sales quotation, please refer to the Sell from Stock with Outbound Delivery
Processing demo script.
Note: If the total value for the quotation/order is higher than 100 USD, this may trigger a workflow approval
process. In that case, you must approve the sales document before processing it.
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What you will do

What you will see

Logged on with the
SLS_MAN user,
navigate to the Home
page, and in the Sales
Cycle group, choose
Search Opportunity.

On the Search:
Opportunities view,
maintain search
criteria, for example:
Lifecycle Status is In
Process
Belonging To is Me
Choose Search.
Navigate to the
opportunity details by
choosing its
Description.

In the Opportunity
Details area, choose
Edit and maintain the
following values:
Sales Stage:
Quotation
Status: Won
As a result, the
system determines a
win loss analysis
survey in the
Assessments area.
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Navigate to the
Assessments view.
To maintain an
assessment, choose
Edit for the
WIN_LOSS
ANALYSIS.
On the Assessment
view, select at least
one of the available
selection options.
Choose Save.
Then navigate back to
the opportunity.

On the Sales
Methodology view,
choose Save.
To create a sales
quotation, choose
Create Follow-Up.
On the follow-up
dialog box, choose
the line with Sales
Quotation.

On the Follow-Up
dialog box, select the
line with the relevant
item, then click
Choose.
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On the Quotation:
New view, maintain
the following data:
External Reference:
<any entry>
Valid To: <a date
in the future>
Then choose Save.

This concludes the Presales demo story. For the core sales process flow from sales quotation to sales order,
delivery, and customer invoice, refer to the Sell from Stock with Outbound Delivery Processing demo script.
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